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Once you've established the minimum viable cost of running your business and the minimum viable 

price for your product range, it's important to set yourself some product and  income goals, because 

it is essential to be earning an income from your work. 

 

As much as we love what we do, if our businesses are not making money, we're not businesses; we are 

running a hobby. 

 

The most exciting thing to remember is that as a business owner, we hold the cards. Whether our 

business sinks or swims is (on the most part) in our hands and we have so many opportunities to really 

make our businesses thrive. I'm not saying any of this is easy, it can be downright scary and hard 

work, but it can also be so rewarding. 

 

So, how do we grow thriving businesses? We need to get really serious and start thinking bigger than 

just about what our 2 hands can produce. 

 

If we only ever work for an hourly rate, we will never earn more than that hourly rate.If we only ever work for an hourly rate, we will never earn more than that hourly rate.If we only ever work for an hourly rate, we will never earn more than that hourly rate.If we only ever work for an hourly rate, we will never earn more than that hourly rate.    

 

I really had to stop in my tracks when I finally realised this. 

 

Creating a job based solely on a $/hr basis is not going to help our businesses grow. We are limiting 

ourselves because the amount of hours we can actually work in any given year are capped. 

 

Take for instance we work 8 hours a day, 5 days of the week for 50 weeks of the year - our work 

hours are capped at 2000 hours for the entire year.  

 

But, as business owners we work many more hours than we are able to charge for, I call these unununun----

billable hoursbillable hoursbillable hoursbillable hours. Even if we 'work' 8 hours per day, we're usually not able to charge for the entire 

amount of time. Many of us are also trying to fit our businesses around other work, family 

commitments and lifestyle factors, bringing the actual hours of work that we are able to bill for right 

down. 

 

Watch now as I reduce our available working hours, I have a family and children in daycare just 3 days 

per week, between all of the un-billable work (admin, social media marketing, shopping for supplies, 

cleaning etc) I can only bill for 6 hours of my time (x3 days per week). Over 50 weeks of the year, 

my billable working hours are reduced to just 900. 

 



Now, take for instance, I am working for an hourly rate of $30/hr, my income for the year is capped 

at $27,000. This might be completely fine for someone who has another job or who just wants to 

earn some additional money for household expenses. But, if this is the only income for your 

household, if your income goal is greater than this, you really need to start thinking about HOW you 

can bring in more income, without working harder or longer hours. 

 

There are really only 3 ways to grow a business and generate more income.There are really only 3 ways to grow a business and generate more income.There are really only 3 ways to grow a business and generate more income.There are really only 3 ways to grow a business and generate more income.    

1.1.1.1. Reduce costsReduce costsReduce costsReduce costs    

2.2.2.2. Charge moreCharge moreCharge moreCharge more    

3.3.3.3. Sell more productSell more productSell more productSell more product    

 

1) Reduce costs1) Reduce costs1) Reduce costs1) Reduce costs    of running your business / producing your productof running your business / producing your productof running your business / producing your productof running your business / producing your product    

Have a really good look at your product range and the way your products are made. Is the production 

systematic, easy to produce, efficient? If not, you may need to look at ways to streamline your 

processes. Look at the costs of your ingredients and packaging, can you shop around for a better deal 

on your products?  

I recommend starting a time sheet as per a regular job, for a week, write down the hours of work you 

do each day and assign them a task, this gives you a black and white picture of exactly where your 

time is going. Then have a look at those un-billable hours. are there ways in which you currently run 

your business that could reduce the number of hours you're working that can't be billed for?  

Some ideas include -  

• Buy in bulk where you can. 

• Buy products on 'special' where you can  

• Streamline and systemise. Reduce time going back & forth with a customer by having as 

much detail about your product / price point as possible available & easy to find on either 

your social media pages or website. If possible, allow customers to order directly from your 

website, the less back & forth in the quoting / ordering process the more efficient your work 

will be and the less time wasted waiting for and chasing up replies / payments. 

• If your time is priced at a premium, be sure to focus your tasks specifically on the 'premium' 

roles that are needed to be running your business. What are the tasks that only you can do? 

What are the tasks that someone else can help you with so that you can work on growing 

your business? Can you ask your partner / a friend / niece or nephew to fold cake boxes for 

you one weekend, wash your dishes, weigh your ingredients / sift your ingredients / can your 

products be delivered? Can someone help you with your admin tasks? Schedule in your social 

media posts so they post themselves throughout the week and you don't have to remember 

to do them. Find as many ways as possible to make your business run as efficiently as it can 

so you can spend the majority of your time working on the tasks that only you can do. 



2) Charge more for your products2) Charge more for your products2) Charge more for your products2) Charge more for your products 

Can you increase your prices?  

Don't feel like you need to suddenly jump in price by a huge amount but you could start working to 

increase the price of your products, especially the highly personalised / customised products that 

tend to be the most time consuming to create. Create a goal for how much you would like to be 

selling particular products for and begin working on slight increases over time. This way as you move 

forward the customers who were with you specifically because of your lower price will fall away but it 

will give you time to maintain and add on customers whose values and view on quality are in 

alignment with yours. At the end of the day, a specialised business working with just a few customers 

will be far less stressful and more rewarding than trying to constantly produce large volumes of 

product just to maintain an income, this is unsustainable work. 

 

3) Sell more product 3) Sell more product 3) Sell more product 3) Sell more product     

This is a fun one and where you have scope to really think about where you would like to take your 

business over the next few years. This is how I create a plan of action for growing my business. 

1. I love mind maps, so always recommend making some time, taking out a blank piece of paper 

and writing my business name right in the center 

2. List the current products that I have available to offer my customers 

3. Write out where I want my business to go in the next few years and my 5 / 10 year goal 

4. Write out as many idea as I have on where I can take my business / ideas on products I can 

make / sell / where there might be gaps in the market / what sorts of products are popular at 

the time / trends I can see - really go to town at this point and write out as many ideas as you 

can, don't stop yourself or bin any ideas just yet, allow the ideas to flow, fill your page with as 

much as you can 

5. Then, taking into account your desire in where you would like to take your business, think 

about what you could incorporate into your work / business right now that will move your 

business forward. Circle the ideas that are most aligned with your business direction and 

choose just 1 or 2 to work on right now, and a few more to work towards over the next 6-12 

months. 

 

Ways in which a food (product based) business can grow.Ways in which a food (product based) business can grow.Ways in which a food (product based) business can grow.Ways in which a food (product based) business can grow.    

� Retail (sell more of your product to customers) 

� Markets - producer in residence stalls - do plenty of research on any market you're 

considering before committing, markets can work as 'exposure' for your business in 

the right circumstances but can also be a bit hit-&-miss, so being selective on which 

markets you select and who the target audience is will work in your favour when 

considering this option. 



� Pop up shops / themed or holiday sales (these can be simply from your social media 

profile) 

� Personalised / bespoke products - higher price point for those looking to work with 

you at a higher level 

� Generic products (ease of reproduction, no customisation, can be easily taught to 

someone else to do.) 

� Could you promote gift services (posted cookies for birthdays / product launches / 

corporate gift ideas) 

� Could you serve the DIY market and sell naked cakes / cookies for people to 

decorate at home? 

� Product based membership /subscription services - new cakes or cookies delivered 

every month (this could work great for corporate clients / those using food products 

(cookies) for self promotion) 

� Can you post your products? (cookies / brownies / bliss balls) 

� Create make-it-yourself mixes of dry ingredients? 

� Wholesale 

� This can work if your production capacity is appropriate. Wholesale works on the 

premise of large turnover of product. If this were a focus of my business I would work 

on obtaining as many wholesale clients as possible to make the work viable. Set clear 

terms and minimum order volumes. Be clear on expectations of both your minimum 

order value and days of order / delivery.  

� This can also be used as a way to cross promote your businesses 

� Equipment hire - either on its own or as an addition to the order of your product  

� Supply of product  

� Can you create / sell products that those in the food industry can use? 3D printed 

cutters? Naked cakes? Plain cookies? 

� Piping bags / cake boxes / food colours etc 

� Starter kits / School holiday kits 

� Merchandise - aprons, acrylic guides / scrapers / paint pallets or artist brushes 

� Affiliate partners 

� Could you earn a commission using / promoting and selling another companies 

products? 

� Workshops, parties and classes 

� Could you host parties / workshops  

� Expert consultancy services  

� E-products  



� e-books with recipes / how-to guides (how to plan your wedding / best party ever etc) 

/ tips, tricks & techniques 

 

These are just a few ideas that come to my mind when I think about growing a business in the food 

industry. It's up to you to think about what ideas are aligned with the way you would like to grow your 

business and what you would like to be known for in the industry. 

 

I recommend selecting just 1 or 2 ideas to work on at a time as it can become overwhelming and 

chasing too many ideas at once can mean you spread yourself too thin and risk burnout. Once you've 

selected what you'd like to work on, go back to module 1 and set some SMART goals that will help 

you achieve this outcome. This will help you move your business forward with purpose and intention. 

 

CONSIDERACONSIDERACONSIDERACONSIDERATIONSTIONSTIONSTIONS    

 

As you may have noticed, the list above contains ways in which you can move a business forward by 

providing more value. A few things I try to keep to a minimum are promotions such a discounts and 

giveaways, especially on your hand made, customised and bespoke items. 

 Here are just some things to consider and reasons why I try to avoid discounting my handmade 

frequently. 

 

Discounts and promotion such as giveaways can work to create excitement about a new product / 

offer / change in your business and when used sporadically they can give those who might be new to 

you / your service / who may not be ready to commit to paying for  large commission a way to try 

your product or service at a reduced price in the hope that they love it and come back as a full paying 

customer.  

 

When considering the use of a discount / reduced price offer or giveaway have a think about what is 

the offer? What is the intention? Would you still be happy if it doesn't generate the result you're 

looking for? 

 

1) What is the offer? It's really important to consider the offer that is being reduced or discounted. Is 

it a generic offering or bespoke? Will it take time away from you being able to commit to regular full 

priced work / products to fulfill? 

 

2) What is the intention? Why are you offering the discount? Is it to create excitement for a new 

product? Is it to say thank you? Is it on a pre-order basis (are you asking your customer to make an 

investment before the product / service is available)? Is it to give people who have never tried your 



product or service before an opportunity to work with you? Be mindful that some customers will only 

purchase when you have your products at a discounted rate and some will wait until your products 

are discounted. This can create a revolving door concept for the need to constantly reduce your 

prices.  

 

3) Would you be disappointed if you don't achieve your desired outcome?  

What if your promotion doesn't work? What if no one buys? What if the people who purchase your 

reduced products don't come back as full price paying customers? What if you don't generate as 

much interest in your social media accounts as you would have liked? Would you still be happy to 

have gone ahead with the promotion? Will you be at a loss? Or, on the other hand, what if the offer 

is too successful? Will you be able to commit to producing the items advertised if say they over sell 

and there is lots of interest? Will it be too stressful to deliver on the promise of the promotion?  

 

I would never say never have a promotion and never give things away. What I want everyone to 

consider is what is the intention and will you be happy with the end result? When we constantly use 

promotions and reduced prices to attract customers to our business we take away the ability to give 

later down the track. When we grow our business throughout the year charging appropriately for our 

products and generating an income through our full priced offerings / services, we're able to give 

back generously without feeling that our business isn't growing or that we're not able to pay ourselves 

an income. 

 

Things you could try: 

 

Another way of giving back is, rather than discounting your products, promote the support of a 

charity or business / person in need. This way you as the business owner decide how much of your 

profit will be donated, you will be giving back to the community and your customers will be paying 

full price for your product.  

 

Something else to consider is selling your 'seconds' or products not at your normal standard. There is 

nothing wrong with having lower priced offerings, so long as the lower priced offerings are also easy 

to create / reproduce and don't take away from your higher income generating products and services. 

An example of this is when macarons come out lopsided, or cookies are slightly misshapen, rather 

than eating the product yourself or giving away to friends / family, price the product to sell, promote 

it as 'seconds, not perfect but just as delicious' and make them available to purchase. This way you 

recoup some cost of product, you're not making things specifically to sell at a lower price and 

someone looking to simply try your work who doesn't mind a slight imperfection can taste your 

product.  



 

Finally, something that I love to offer is a thank you to my regular / retuning customers. This can be 

either a slight discount or an upgrade, free delivery or better packaging option. Something small that 

tells your customer you appreciate their business. You could also consider a refer-a-friend bonus. Let 

you customers know that when their friends book with you to let you know who referred them and 

they will receive a bonus on their next order, such as an upgrade or small bonus. This way, your 

customer is referring full paying customers to you and your thanking them for their loyalty to you. 

 

As you can see, there are many ways in which a business can grow aside from just making more 

product. The best thing you can do for your business is take some time to think about the things you 

love about business, the gaps you can see in the market and how you think you might be able to solve 

these through the products and services that you offer. Develop a clear path on where you would like 

your business to go and set some goals on how you think you can get there. Once you have your 

goals written out, set out to achieve them. Success comes to those who work hard through the 

challenges. I'm not saying any of this is easy. We all experience setbacks and things don't always go to 

plan. The offers we think are no-brainers can flop. Our audience may not be ready for the offer we 

present or our messaging may be out. Maybe we haven't developed that trust or reputation in the 

industry just yet. Success comes with persistence and over time. Become your own biggest 

cheerleader and surround yourself with those who want to see you reach the highest level of success.  

 

 

 
 


